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scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered).
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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1.

Introduction

The immediate importance of environmental targets and urbanization pose serious challenges for designing future
cities. Energy system designers need to set limitations to attend a growing energy demand while addressing aspects
of sustainability [1]. In this context, the renewable energy potential and the efficiency of energy systems may define
the maximum energy that could be supplied to urban areas.
Extensive research has been focusing on establishing the links between urban planning and design parameters and
building energy demand reduction at the district scale [2]–[4]. The urban form not only influences the energy demand
of buildings but also the performance of energy supply systems. For instance, tall buildings could increase shading on
other building surfaces for solar energy harnessing. Furthermore, the photovoltaic (PV) electricity production
determines the amount of renewable energy supplied to districts in cities, and this would constrain the population
density and distribution of buildings if certain environmental targets are imposed. Some studies have tested such
constraints on land uses [5] and density [6] imposed by urban energy supply systems. In a densely populated city like
Singapore, space availability is one of the key drivers for conversion technology selection. Rooftop areas are limited
due cooling tower installations that could otherwise be used to install solar panels. In this context, district cooling with
centralized cooling plants has the advantage of increasing chiller conversion efficiencies and rooftop areas for solar
panels. In the Master Plan of Singapore, land uses and urban density (floor area ratio (FAR)), are the two main
parameters that could restrict the performance of energy systems.
This paper identifies the relationship between urban planning parameters and energy and environmental targets.
This entails setting up thresholds of urban density and land use that attain a maximum penetration of renewable energy
sources (RES). Section 2.1 describes the case study and inputs of the MILP formulation. Section 2.2 describes the
MILP formulation. Section 3 compares the different optimization objectives and metrics. Section 4 concludes with
highlights, shortcomings, and potential future work.

Fig. 1 (a) Real map of the case study site and (b) abstracted map with layout of the cells and the building footprint (podium pattern) in each cell.

2.

Material and method

2.1 Description of case study
The authority of Singapore is planning to relocate the Tanjong Pagar container terminal (Fig. 1a) leaving a
greenfield of 200 hectares for development. The site is located right off the gateway of the central business district.
The project will become part of the major access point to the sea from the center of the city. In this study, a part of the
buildable area of the site was divided into 49 homogenous cells (squares) with a size of 100 meters by 100 meters
(Fig. 1b). Based on a survey to 602 blocks in six mixed-use Singapore regional centers, we gave the blocks a podium
building pattern, which is referred in Fig. 1b. We further assumed all the blocks in the case study site adopt this
building pattern with a site coverage ratio of 0.45. For land uses, we adopted the most common ones of the Singapore
Master Plan in this research, which are residential, office, and commercial. Industrial use is less likely to appear on
this site, therefore, was not included. The respective hourly energy demand profiles for weekdays and weekend days
in Singapore are depicted in Fig. 2 [7]–[10]. Since Singapore is located in the tropics, it is assumed that the space
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cooling load and the domestic hot water heating load is identical through the year. Currently, the RES share of the
national electricity supply of Singapore is almost negligible [11].

Fig. 2 Daily profiles of (a) electricity consumption for appliances and lighting (b) cooling load (c) domestic hot water (DHW) load depending on
day types and occupancy types.

2.2 Optimization model
For this work the MILP model behind URBio, an interactive optimization framework for early-stage urban planning
was employed [6,16]. Core decision variables of this model are the number and type of floors and the type, size, and
temporal usage of energy conversion technologies per cell. To account for the tropical conditions encountered in the
case study, it is extended by the energy conversion systems depicted in Fig. 3.
The cooling load in Singapore comprises a high latent heat ratio (40%). This opens up the opportunity for a more
efficient energy supply by using building cooling systems applying the low-exergy concept instead of conventional
all-air systems. In these systems, the sensible and latent heat removal processes are respectively performed by radiant
panels and condensing cooling coils with ventilation systems. The radiant panels can utilize chilled water at 19°C
instead of 8°C, which could be supplied with high-temperature chillers at a better efficiency [12]. The high- and lowtemperature chillers can be either installed at individual buildings or at centralized locations at the district level. The
first has the drawback that cooling towers are installed on the rooftops, which will limit the available area for PV
panels to 60% of the building’s footprint [13]. We further assume buildings with centralized cooling can install PV
panels on 100% of the roof top area. However, using centralized chillers implies transport losses in the distribution
network. The excess electricity produced from the PV panels can be shifted to other time steps by exchanging with
the low-voltage grid or on-site storage [14][15]. In this case study, the excess electricity produced from PV is exported
to the low-voltage grid.
2.3 Optimization strategy
The research questions stated in section 1 are synthesized to formulate two distinct optimization problems:
What is the maximum achievable density under given environmental targets? Specifying the FAR as objective,
the ε–constraint method is used via varying minimum RES shares.
2. What are the optimal land use strategies under a given density, environmental, and technological constraints? In
addition to achieving the environmental and societal targets of problem 1, the goal is now to identify a
combination of land uses which additionally increases the grid stability. This is done by maximizing the selfconsumption of electricity produced by PV panels, therefore, less surplus electricity will be exported to the lowvoltage grid. The objective function is therefore maximizing the difference between PV electricity production and
surplus electricity accumulated over all time steps. Which equals to the maximization of the electricity produced
from PV, while minimizing the surplus electricity produced from PV that is shifted to other time steps (PV shift).
The ε–constraint method is used to define inequality constraints for FAR and RES shares within the boundaries
of these two parameters.
1.
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Fig. 3. Energy conversion pathways (HT: High Temperature, LT: Low Temperature, CT: Cooling Tower, HEX: Heat Exchanger, DHW:
Domestic Hot Water. The district level chillers at the centralized location are connected to cooling networks with two supply lines.

3.

Results

3.1 Maximize FAR
Figure 4a shows the maximum achievable densities with respect to the constraints on RES shares. Since residential
floors have the overall lowest energy demand per area, the maximum densities are achieved for purely residential use.

Fig. 4. Maximum achievable densities (bars), and the share of shifted electricity from PV (line) with respect to minimum shares of RES

3.2 Minimize electricity shift
Figure 5 shows the effect of varying constraints on environmental and societal targets on the selection of land use
and the share of shifted PV electricity. The histograms are in ascending order of the calculated FARs, which might
slightly differ from the minimum FARs. Note that beside electricity produced from PV, the heat from the ambient air
used in heat pumps to satisfy hot water demand is also accounted as RES. Furthermore, when the objective function
is at zero, i.e. amount of surplus electricity from PV which is shifted, one cannot conclude that the identified land use
strategy is the unique solution that minimizes the objective while respecting the given combination of constraints.
Figure 6 displays the electricity consumed by different technologies to supply the energy demand services and the
electricity exported, which is the surplus of the PV production that is not instantly required to satisfy local demands.
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Fig. 5. Land uses and shares of PV shift in dependence on minimum share of RES and minimum FAR (the two outlined scenarios with the same
FAR are presented in Fig. 6 with more detail for comparison).

Fig. 6. Electricity consumption profiles and surplus electricity produced from PV that is shifted of the two selected scenarios with minimum
shares of RES: (a) 20% (b) 40% for weekday and weekend days.

3.3 Interpretation and comparison
Table 1 lists one selected result for the maximization of FAR and two for the minimization of PV shift. From these
and the above figures, one can make several observations: In the first optimization, maximizing the FAR, the
maximum achievable FAR decreases from 11.6 to 2.9 as the share of RES constraint increases from 20% to 70%.
Meanwhile, the optimal results only contain residential use since the total demand for residential uses is the lowest.
Therefore, higher FARs can be obtained in comparison to other land uses (office and commercial). However, the
demand profiles of residential use do not coincide with the profile of solar potential availability. Thus a high
percentage of electricity generated from PV is shifted to later time-steps (see Fig. 4). When minimizing PV shift in
the second optimization, the diversity of land uses increases (see Fig. 5). As the targeted share of RES increases, three
trends are observed: Firstly, more efficient energy conversion pathways are chosen to reduce the non-RES usage, for
example, the usage of centralized high-temperature chiller increase. Secondly, with the same FAR, land uses with less
demand are chosen. Thirdly, when the share of RES constraint is higher than 20%, PV shift is necessary since a fixed
portion of the energy demand does not coincide with PV electricity production.
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Tab. 1. Comparison of urban, energy and environmental parameters for three selected results.
objective
max. FAR
min. PV shift
min. PV shift

4.

min. share RES
(%)
40
20
40

FAR
6.12
5
5

share PV shift
(%)
50.0
0.0
41.0

share residential
(%)
100
77.6
93.0

share office
(%)
0.0
3.0
7.0

share commercial
(%)
0.0
19.4
0.0

Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, two optimization problems are formulated in order to determine two planning parameters, urban
density (i.e., FAR) and land uses, which simultaneously ensure a targeted environmental performance and the primary
usage of local resources. Furthermore, the second optimization demonstrates how an ideal mixture of land uses could
increase self-consumption of local, renewable energy supply. This paper presented a methodology that gives
quantified implications on how to coarsely determine the land uses and density under environmental and energy
system constraints. However, the generated results should be regarded as extreme solutions, as only energy system
related constraints are considered. Other important factors also include the vision of the site in the whole city, the
well-being of the residents, urban vitality, and more. The results could serve as reference values in the planning
process, for instance, if the share of RES is the main target, they could be used as a seed to fill in other land uses. For
example, residential uses may request a certain amount of land uses of hospital and school. The model could be further
improved by including PV installation on building façades and energy storage devices.
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